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The diagnosis and categorization of central disorders of 

hypersomnolence (CDH) are an active area of research and de-

bate in sleep medicine [1–3]. The field has made great progress 

in narcolepsy type 1 (NT1), with an established pathophysi-

ology that can be directly assessed via cerebrospinal fluid orexin 

measurement [4]. Additionally, the high specificity of the clinical 

symptom cataplexy, as well as characteristic polysomnography 

(PSG) and multiple sleep latency test (MSLT) findings, provide a 

noninvasive pathway to diagnose NT1 for many patients [4, 5].

Unlike NT1, disorders in the so-called “narcoleptic bor-

derland” have poorly defined boundaries and are frequently 

absent known biological causes [6]. While sleep medicine nos-

ology defines specific disorders based on characteristic PSG/

MSLT findings [7], multiple research groups have demonstrated 

limited test–retest reliability of these measures, particularly 

for distinguishing narcolepsy type 2 (NT2) from idiopathic 

hypersomnia (IH) [8–10]. Additionally, the PSG and MSLT are of 

limited value in distinguishing hypersomnolence associated 

with a psychiatric illness from these disorders [11, 12]. Thus, as 

a field we face a conundrum—how do we advance scientific in-

quiry and clinical care in this space if we rely on diagnostic tools 

of spurious validity?

Mathis et al. attempt to overcome this barrier by examining 

the diagnostic value of both standard and ancillary sleep and 

vigilance tests in CDH [13]. In this large retrospective study of 

the Bern Sleep Database, investigators considered objective find-

ings from the PSG/MSLT, as well as the maintenance of wake-

fulness test (MWT), reaction time tasks (psychomotor vigilance 

task [PVT] and steer clear test [SCT]), infrared pupillography, 

and actigraphy. The investigative team both compared values 

on these measures between various diagnostic categories and 

developed an overall model to predict diagnoses using the ex-

panded dataset. Consistent with the diagnostic complexity of 

CDH, after removal of patients with sleep apnea (who were pre-

dictably distinguished by the apnea–hypopnea index), the full 

model correctly predicted the final diagnosis in roughly 50% of 

patients from six diagnostic options (NT1, NT2, IH, nonorganic 

hypersomnia [NOH; i.e. hypersomnia associated with a psychi-

atric disorder], insufficient sleep syndrome, and fatigue syn-

dromes). This is clearly an improvement relative to chance 

alone, but the predictive ability of the model was far greater 

for NT1, insufficient sleep syndrome, and fatigue syndromes 

(54.2%–78.0%), compared to NT2, IH, and NOH (19.3%–31.2%), 

further underscoring the difficulty in distinguishing these diag-

noses in the narcoleptic borderland.

While the overarching predictive model may have limited 

utility in these three disorders, the analysis of individual param-

eters between disorders detailed by Mathis et al. provides im-

portant potential insights. Most notable are findings related to 

the ability to stay awake under soporific conditions as quanti-

fied by the MWT, which distinguished both NT1 and NT2 from 

other CDH disorders. While the MWT is not currently used to 

diagnose any CDH [7], the finding that this measure could po-

tentially help segregate NT2 and IH is a tantalizing prospect. 

However, it is noteworthy that this finding must be interpreted 

with caution, as the IH group defined by Mathis et al. consisted 

only of IH patients “with prolonged sleep need,” thus excluding 

IH patients without long sleep time for whom the distinction 

from NT2 is suspect [1, 13]. Baseline MWT values in randomized 

controlled studies of IH without long sleep time have been on 

par with those observed for NT1 and NT2 by Mathis et al. [14, 

15]. Thus, the MWT could conceivably provide a diagnostic tool 

to help categorize these disorders and consolidate IH without 

long sleep time and NT2 into a unified disorder, as has been ad-

vocated by some researchers [1]. Clearly, further research that 

clarifies the role and test characteristics of the MWT, particularly 
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in delineating noncataplectic disorders of hypersomnolence, 

would be a fruitful area of inquiry.

Given the importance of prolonged sleep need in IH, it is also 

noteworthy that an objective measure of sleep duration was not 

utilized by Mathis et al. Rather, a more practical report of greater 

than 10 h of nighttime sleep during days off (e.g. holidays) was 

utilized to define excessive sleep need [13]. Such a strategy mir-

rors clinical practice in many instances, given the logistical 

difficulties sleep laboratories face in implementing extended 

duration electroencephalographic recordings. Additionally, 

even among laboratories able to perform extended duration 

in-laboratory sleep studies, there is no established practice 

standard and there is sizeable variability in length, complexity, 

and methodology of these protocols [16–19]. Mathis et al. sug-

gest that actigraphy-based measures, such as differences in 

weekday and weekend/holiday inactivity indices, could poten-

tially be utilized in future research to evaluate sleep need [13]. 

However, actigraphy is also not standardized in the evaluation 

of CDH, and substantial variability stemming from device type, 

settings, and analysis parameters can dramatically impact find-

ings [20, 21]. Given the limitations of both actigraphy and ex-

tended duration in-laboratory recordings, efforts to develop and 

implement valid EEG-based measures that quantify sleep dur-

ation over longer periods of time in field and home-based set-

tings will be critical to advance research and clinical assessment 

in this sphere.

The analysis by Mathis et  al. also underscores the diffi-

culty segregating IH from hypersomnolence associated with a 

psychiatric disorder. Within their dataset, there was no statis-

tical difference between these categories for the MSLT, MWT, 

actigraphy, or infrared pupillography, nor were there differences 

in subjective sleepiness (measured by the Epworth Sleepiness 

Scale [22]). While IH patients had statistically higher sleep effi-

ciency and a value above 94% was the best measure to discrim-

inate the two disorders, the sensitivity and specificity (0.64 and 

0.59) were quite poor compared to other sleep and vigilance 

tests applied across other disorders. This is not surprising given 

similar median values for sleep efficiency between these two 

groups (95% and 93%, respectively). Interestingly, IH patients 

performed better on the SCT and PVT (trend level) than those 

with hypersomnolence associated with a psychiatric disorder. 

This would be consistent with data from the Wisconsin Sleep 

Cohort study that has demonstrated associations between de-

pression and poorer performance on the PVT [23]. Regardless, 

the sizeable overlap between IH and hypersomnolence associ-

ated with a psychiatric disorder suggests there may be no valid 

way to reliably discriminate these two entities, and supports 

the contention proposed by European experts that psychiatric 

disorders be considered a comorbidity occurring with central 

hypersomnolence disorders, rather than a specific diagnostic 

category [2].

In summary, the article by Mathis et al. provides important in-

sights into the classification of CDH and highlights key areas for 

future investigation and improvement. The authors quote Bedrich 

Roth, that “we must constantly remember that any classification is 

basically an artificial simplification of reality, which should not be-

come a brake for scientific progress” [24]. The work by Mathis et al. 

reminds us that we cannot let our nosology form rigid walls that 

impede discovery, rather we must use our classification system as 

a tool in the search for scientific truth, which we can and should 

adapt when it no longer works toward its intended purpose.
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